
General Meeting Thursday 26th.Feb…2015

The meeting was opened by Paul, on time, at 11am….with Dave at his side.
There were 26 punters present, which is an excellent turn out from our 50+ membership.

The general theme of the meeting was to do with the efficient running of the rapidly growing, 
Kingston Mens Shed.

More members are needed to put their hands up to assist with the morning openings of The Shed, 
as well as ‘general’ involvement with getting things done. As our membership increases, so does 
the work load on the few who regularly help freely with their time, with the requirement of ‘Heath & 
Safety’, needing more membership involvement.
 
The original 5/6 members, who have been doing a large percentage of the work, are looking for 
assistance.
Without some more members chipping into help, some of The Sheds activities may need to be 
curtailed.
Soooo….Anyone who can help out, please….is what is needed….rather urgently.

One of the excellent suggestions made was that we upgrade our Membership Name Tags, with 
something a little larger, that pins onto clothing a little easier, with in the future, a coloured dot 
system that reveals that the person has passed the required ‘in house training’ to operate certain 
equipment.

Both Paul and Dave, made strong mention of ‘support teams’ for The Shed being set up with TWO 
people, sort of as a Tag-Team, so that there exists support, thus lessening the load and 
commitment on the individual.

Kevin made special mention of the several upcoming inter-Shed visits, with the next one being an 
invitation to The Cygnet Mob, on Wed.11th.March, which they will be catering for at $5 a head, with 
a guarantee of your money back :>) if you don't leave happy, and full. There are also some small 
side excursions on the day. This should be a FUN day, with The Cygnet Mens Shed looking 
forward to us coming onto their turf, to show us some Bush Hospitality.
If you can make it, there will be a car-pool arrangement…leaving from our KMS base…returning 
after the festivities.

It was a relaxed meeting, with Dave and Paul, stressing home the point that **more member 
involvement** with the organisation and running of The Shed is URGENTLY needed….So if you 
feel you can 'chip in' with any assistance, please speak with Paul, OR, Dave, and they will be more 
than happy to discuss what is needed.

The meeting ended at 12pm, to an applause that was deafening in its silence, being followed by 
the feeding of the hungry mob.

We THANK...Aaron, who was the Head BBQ Chef, for his expertise, and his able bodied Sous-
Chef…Denis.
And…as a special treat, there was a MOST tasty cake, baked by the wife of one of the members…
with everyone getting a slice or two, with only crumbs left, shortly after it was put out onto the 
table….Very yum…with a Thank You to that member.

To ALL members…Your Committee wish you well, and look forward to catching up with you soon.

 Joshua Taylor


